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The game’s name is perfect. Your tentacle is your
only reliable friend in this game. As a very clumsy
human, your only way to get around the entire
game is to use tentacles, and you have to do it
while avoiding dangerous obstacles and climbing
your way through fun mini-games. The game lasts
about 20 minutes, and will have you laughing,
jumping in excitement and seeing what the game
can actually do to you. It’s difficult to describe,
and should be played to be appreciated. If you like
games that are fun to watch as well as fun to play,
then Tentacular is a game for you. i have played
tentacular 2 many times and i have to say this
game is very well made and the main system is
really fun, the levels are well designed and i
believe the developers have really put effort into
making this. it is something you should play, its
easy to pick up but with effort you get the best
part out of it. i have played and completed
tentacular 2 (the game sequel of the original) and
i have loved it just as much as the first one. love
how you can easily swap levels when you make a
mistake. i have only have one good problem, that
would be with the "resume" system. it crashes if
the sae levels are connected during the game. it
cannot be fixed but for me it is not a problem
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because i dont play during the save feature. also
the "finish" screen is kind of strange. on this game
theres a map feature but i believe it would be
better if it showed you where you are during your
game time, because it would help you save your
life. also there is a feature to skip or go through
certain minutes of the game but if you do that you
have to restart the "resume" feature, i believe
there should be a way to skip the skipped parts if
you activate the "skip" button before you are
killed or something like that. also how much
points you get depends on your tentacle
movement, when you reach the top you get points
faster. if you perform well and push your tentacle
faster you will get more points, if you are playing
the game and you manage to complete the level
without killing yourself or the game crashed you
will lose your points. the "attacking" system is a
mystery but i guess thats the fun

Features Key:
Take charge of an NPC team of heroes to defeat the forces of evil!
Meet thousands of different characters, each with their own special abilities!
Different monsters, formations, items, and more.

Story line:

The demon-age has gripped the Mortal Realm once more. With its hiss, the demon hordes, most especially
the demonic Clockwork Hunters, are on a diabolic mission to destroy the mortal world. It's up to our mortal
heroes to save their city from destruction!

One more time, one more place - before the demon armies sweep over the
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mortal realm, it's up to the heroes of the Mortal Realm to save the day. Let's
roll!

Who's on the team?

The beautiful but naive Brine Callisto
The Lord and Founder, Archvile Pentheus, the King of the goblins!
The calm and collected Mendis, a Medicin Magi
A fearsome and powerful Warlord: Regal Zun, Lord of the Bards and Innkeepers
The sarcastic and logical Miso, The Compiler in Training
The brave and stand-up-for-what-is-right CalDumdiddly, The Archivist
The cheerful and brave Ante, The King's Protector
The mighty and alluring Sindel, the vampire king!
A mysterious Andanar, The Demon-hunter

Odd Characters:

Come along and meet dozens of interesting characters. There's twenty:

When it comes to meeting and talking with party members, the list below offers you a list of all the
different characters you'll meet this time. We have grouped them by type. Some of the characters
you will meet in the game are:
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